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Who We Are

Since 2003, Fuorisalone.it has been the reference platform of the Fuorisalone, an event that - together with the
Salone del Mobile.Milano - defines the Milano Design
Week.
Recognised and promoted by institutions as the official
communication platform, is a registered trademark with
dedicated extensions to China and Japan. Over the years it
has been chosen by companies operating in various product sectors and by designers to promote brands, projects
and events dedicated to Milan Design Week.
Today, Fuorisalone is much more than that.
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Who We Are

Studiolabo and Fuorisalone
Studiolabo is a company based in Milan that has been involved in communication and concept design
since 2003.
It provides strategic consulting, branding and graphic design services, promotes and produces cultural
events linked to the world of design and territorial marketing and is the author and creator of Fuorisalone.
it and Brera Design District.
Fuorisalone.it - born as a platform to guide people during the Milan Design Weeks - in 2020, due to the
suspension of the physical event for the pandemic, has taken on a renewed role as a spokesperson for
design and project culture, both nationally and internationally. A place of experimentation for an alldigital dimension of design.
In 2021 the platform will be revolutionised, becoming a true Design Guide - physical, digital and hybrid
- active all year round. In 2022 the Design Guide will be active all year round with projects and activities
linked to design brands and more, and a section, the Events Guide, which during Design Week will be
activated with all the tools and channels linked to it to become a real means of orientation for events.
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Why choosing Fuorisalone
Many years of experience at the service of clients, international
brand value and in-depth knowledge of marketing and digital
communication.
Fuorisalone represents something unique on an international level.
The event that celebrates Milan as the Capital of International Design has confirmed its
role in 2020, the year that saw the cancellation of the fair for the first time, with a fully
digital communication plan developed by Studiolabo.
The experience gained has made it possible to understand the value of the brand and
the context beyond the “moment” of the physical event, developing a new platform
that guarantees visibility on its tools and a continuity over time, bringing the content,
relationships and culture of the project to the centre of the format.
The current scenario requires: identity, flexibility, delocalisation, networking,
multichannel; all ingredients at the basis of the Fuorisalone Design Guide platform.
For this reason, using Fuorisalone as a promotion channel is a strategic choice that
improves the traditional marketing and communication activities of brands or traditional
media.
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The integrated platform of Fuorisalone
Fuorisalone Design Guide: Guida Eventi, Magazine, Social, Newsletter and TV, with also Fuorisalone Meets, China and Japan.

The Fuorisalone.it platform was created around the concept of Design Guide, shifting the
focus from communicating the event to communicating the context, from one week to
the whole year, with an editorial plan that is always active and multi-channel.
Below is a summary of the main offer linked to Fuorisalone.it and its audience.
The offer is completed by Fuorisalone Meets, dedicated to the management of
webinars, which allows to organize workshops and dedicated presentations, and the
channels Fuorisalone China (Weibo, Wechat and Miniprogram profiles) and Fuorisalone
Japan (www.fuorisalone.jp), both born with the aim of extending the communication
opportunities on two strategic markets for the made in Italy thanks to a consulting
service, local partners and alliances.
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How, when and what to communicate
The solutions of Fuorisalone.it

Fuorisalone’s platform offers flexible and tailored solutions, in line with
the customer’s needs.
You can choose whether to join a standard communication package, which guarantees
a presence on the various tools with direct visibility during the event, or to define a
dedicated communication plan, composing the different formats to be used throughout
the year, whenever you want.
Studiolabo’s expertise and knowledge of the context is shared with the client by offering
advice that supports them and helps them make choices, optimising resources and
creating new opportunities.
Fuorisalone talks about design at 360°: from supply design to tech, from service design
to automotive, real estate, art, fashion as well as luxury, lifestyle, travel, well-being,
sustainability.
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Fuorisalone Design Guide platform

Magazine
News, appointments, stories, people,
companies and focus on Milan.

Guida Eventi

Digital TV

Digital content and events
on the territory of Milan

On-demand content and schedule
live during events

Newsletter
L’indispensabile
Deepening the themes
of the week

Osservatorio
Trends and strategies
from a B2B perspective

Social Media
Instagram
Facebook

Pinterest
LinkedIn
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Communication tools and channels

Fuorisalone.it

Fuorisalone TV

Social Media

Newsletter

· Web Site
· Events Guide
· Magazine
· Brand & Designer
· Itineraries
· Osservatorio
· Landing page

· Series
· Products and Brands
· Interviews
· Documentary
. Talk
. Meets

· Instagram
· Facebook
· LinkedIn
· Pinterest

· L’indispensabile
· Osservatorio
· Tips / DayByDay
· Dem

Fuorisalone
Magazine

Fuorisalone
China

Fuorisalone
Japan

· News
· Appointments
· Story
· Milano
· Osservatorio

· WeChat
· Weibo
· Miniprogram

· Events
· Community
· Project Italy/Japan
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Communication tools and channels

The Fuorisalone audience
The Fuorisalone 2021 edition that surprised with its large number of participants, which was somewhat
unexpected, and the renewed energy in the city’s streets and districts. What was not surprising,
however, was the quality of the projects exhibited by companies and professionals over the week.
The September edition, in conjunction with Supersalone, was the edition of rebirth for the city and a
confirmation of the role of Fuorisalone.it. It confirmed the will of the Italian furniture and design system to
maintain its central role, reaffirming the leadership of Milan as design capital.
The focus has been on content, addressing issues such as sustainability, inclusion and conscious
creativity, experimenting with new materials and new solutions to deal with contemporary living issues.
Designers, entrepreneurs, design lovers, students and the international public crowded the city, in full
respect of anti-Covid regulations.
In 2022, we expect a steady growth of the audience, adding the more consumer part linked to the event
to the more business part, linked to the context and the platform.
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Communication tools and channels

Supporting data and numbers - edition 2021
The platform proposed 763 events, 594 of which on the territory, dialoguing with 655 brands and
promoting 1,041 designers. Fuorisalone Magazine, the daybyday newsletters, the organic social media
plan plus the sponsored projects have reached our design community that has grown in just 10 days of
MDW by 10%.
We recorded more than 500k unique users, exceeding 2 million page views. Numbers in line with the
pre-Covid edition, but this year linked to a more qualified target of professionals and insiders, which
means better conversion by our investors.
Important coverage was also achieved by communication through our social channels, which on
Instagram saw 4.8M impressions, 1.2M Reach, 128.3k likes received on 89 posts published from 23/8
to 11/9, with the post with the most engagement receiving 7,500 likes and 40 comments.
Facebook recorded 1.1M impressions on the 48 posts published with 747.7k reach and page
engagement of 32.6k and 38.4k page likes.
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Fuorisalone Design Guide 2021
Data for the year 2021

Average age

Top 5 traffic

25/40
United States / 3,06%

Germany / 1,37%

Sex

43,8%
56,2%

Italy / 79,25%

China / 1,17%

Indonesia / 1,48%
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Fuorisalone Design Guide 2021
Data from January to December 2021

Users/Visitors

+500K

2020 : 390K

Interests

· Shoppers/Value Shoppers
· Lifestyles & Hobbies/Green Living Enthusiasts
· Media & Entertainment/Movie Lovers

Page views

+2M

2020 : 1.5 M

Average session duration

1:14 minuti

· Lifestyles & Hobbies/Shutterbugs
· Media & Entertainment/Music Lovers
· Lifestyles & Hobbies/Fashionistas
· Food & Dining/Foodies
· Beauty & Wellness/Beauty Mavens
· Travel/Travel Buffs
· Lifestyles & Hobbies/Art & Theater Aficionados

2020 : 2:31 minuti
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Fuorisalone Digital Influence
Updated December 2021

Social media

Newsletter

Instagram \ @fuorisalone

community \ Fuorisalone

121,2k

11,3M Impressions 5,7M Reach
Language 40% ita / 18% Eng / 9% Portuguese / 8% Spanish
Man Age: 25-44 16% Women Age: 25-44 30%
Woman:65% Man: 35%

Facebook \ @fuorisalone.it

38.4k

4,2M Impressions 3,2 Reach
Language
Age: 25-44
Woman:68% Man: 32%

18k

BtB \ fuorisalone

7k

Linkedin\ @fuorisalone

3k

Channel activated with editorial plan
on 15/2/2021
140,9K Impressions 83K Reach
Sectors : Design 17,45 % / furniture 8,73%
City: Milan 36,2% / Rome 4,25%
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Fuorisalone Design Guide
Communication tools and channels
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Design Guide

From the event to the content, the point of reference to
promote products, collections and projects
The Design Guide was created as an evolution of the events guide
dedicated to Design Week to respond to the needs of companies to
communicate new products, collections and projects both in reference to a physical event and in its absence, shifting the focus from
the “where” to the “what”.
The Design Guide turns out to be the heart of the new Fuorisalone.
it platform.
An always active tool that proposes pages of both physical events
(with date, address, map) and digital contents, correlating them to all
the other contents present on the platform (brands, designers, magazines, TV). It’s possible to take part in the guide having direct access
to the cms of Fuorisalone that allows a continuous updating of the
present contents in a direct and autonomous way.
The pages of the Design Guide relating to events in the area can be
displayed both as a list (with a highlighted position for sponsors) and
on the map with filters linked to area, date and tag so that users can
easily find their way around.
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Magazine

An editorial plan divided into News, Appointments, Stories, Milan and navigation by tags
The Fuorisalone (digital) magazine is the result of the daily work of
the editorial staff coordinated by Alessandro Mitola, a journalist and
photographer with years of experience in the Design and Lifestyle
sector.
The editorial plan provides for the daily publication of articles organised into five macro categories: News, Appointments, Stories, Milan,
Observatory as well as navigation by first and second level tags.
The Fuorisalone Magazie proposal follows the principle of the
event, offering a selection of contents linked to the world of product and interior design, art and architecture, but also of technology,
lifestyle, automotive, travel and food with particular attention to
exhibitions, events, new openings, experiences and novelties that
might catch the attention of the public and linked to Milan Design
Week.
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Magazine

An editorial plan divided into News, Appointments, Stories, Milan and navigation by tags
The articles are partly edited by the editorial team and partly proposed to customers in two different forms: interviews or in-depth
about the brand that we propose in the Stories section, or direct
promotion of a product, project or collection, which we offer in the
other categories.
The choice is made together with the client according to the marketing and communication objectives set by the company depending on
the type of subject they want to promote on the website.
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Brands and Designers

The digital archive of the protagonists of design, always
and related to all the contents of the platform.
Dedicated pages on the protagonists of design, indexed content
and connected to create an archive that is always up-to-date and
linked to all the content on the platform.
Companies taking part in the project can upload their own profile
and update it over time, as well as linking or creating profiles
or create files on designers who have signed products, collections or
projects.
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Itineraries

Dedicated to the event, designed to orientate the public
towards places or contents
The itineraries section was born as a form of orientation for the public of the Milan Design Week, organising the event pages by district
of the city or by reference project, and has evolved with Fuorisalone
Digital to include thematic or typological itineraries, which do not
actually involve a presence on the territory.
This section can be useful to promote communication projects involving several brands or to give visibility to an institutional entity,
whether it represents a country or a type or business activity.
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Osservatorio

Open and direct dialogue with the protagonists of design

A new tool at the disposal of professionals to answer the major questions that affect all sectors transversally and in particular animate the
debate within design. A new section within the magazine accompanied by a dedicated newsletter.
Osservatorio welcomes in-depth analysis and reflections, with
contributions from professionals, to photograph the state of the
art within the design industry, a survey aimed at understanding the
thoughts of the thinking of CEOs, creative directors and marketing
managers.
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Fuorisalone TV

The new way to share and learn about design online
Fuorisalone TV is the most recent tool of Fuorisalone.it created to live
the online design experience in a new way.
The video becomes the language to promote live talk, product previews, films, documentaries, interviews, to be watched live or available on demand.
Active all year round and always up to date, it is designed to increase
the digital communication of the brands taking part in Fuorisalone
through a schedule promoted and resumed throughout the year
thanks to a presence in the newsletter L’indispensabile and to the social channels.
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Fuorisalone TV

The new way to share and learn about design online
The TV programme schedule is organised around various types of
content and is offered both in live streaming, on the occasion of
events and promoted on demand.
The content types provided are:
· Series: aggregated content, individual brand proposals,
collections and insights
· Products and Brand: new products, projects and collections
· Interviews: insights and comparisons with the protagonists of
of international design and lifestyle
· Documentary: research, history, myths
· Talks: working tables and discussions on various topics

Finally, companies and designers, if they wish, can rely on Fuorisalone
TV’s partners, both for the production of the videos on demand and for
the recording and live broadcast.
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Landing page / Mini site

Dedicated solution for launching and promoting of communication campaigns
Fuorisalone offers the possibility to create landing pages and mini
websites with a dedicated domain linked to Fuorisalone, in order to
collect all the content promoted on the platform in a single container
promoted both with campaigns sponsored by Fuorisalone and directly by the client.
This solution, which can be updated over time and customised
allows you to narrate collectives, curatorial projects and events
projects and events involving multiple subjects, designers and
brands.
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Social Media

Shared communication:
Instagram / Facebook / Linkedin
Fuorisalone.it’s communication also includes intense activity on social
media, the main channels are, with data updated November 2021:
· Instagram (121,2K Followers)
· Facebook (38,4K total Fan)
· LinkedIn (3K Followers).
In order to make the most of the sharing opportunity on our channels,
it is suggested to choose a different content if several releases are
planned.
Content for social posts is shared with our Social Media Team to ensure editorial coherence and consistent feedback to the investment
made.
The choice of channel is made according to the communication objective, the target audience and the type of content proposed, as well as
the tone of voice and copy are chosen with reference to the context
and the moment of communication, thanks to the direct comparison
with the Studiolabo team.
The client, be it a company, an agency, a media centre or a PR office, is
supported in the development of content and communication formats
as well as in the definition of investments in sponsorship on the various
channels.
Link pagina
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Social Media

Shared communication:
Instagram / Facebook / Linkedin
There are various types of activities that can be planned:
· Dedicated posts sharing content, projects, previews, integrated into
the Fuorisalone editorial plan, which can include a direct link to an
in-depth article in the magazine, a video on IG Tv or Fuorisalone TV or
directly on IG Tv or Fuorisalone TV or directly on the client’s channel.

Link pagina

· Countdowns or teaser/preview activities consisting of a series of
social activities anticipating a product/project launch or an event.
In the case of a physical appointment, the creativity proposed for the
post must anticipate the installation, such as a detail, a picture of the
designer or a video interview.
· Contest with #hashtag, dedicated to those companies and brands
that need to interact with our audience and target through a call to
action promoted in co-branding with Fuorisalone.it.
The brand that chooses and opts for this way of communication must
have smart content suitable for promotion on social channels.
· Take-over post/Stories, dedicated to design schools, institutions or
brands that can propose internal figures or sector influencers.
This activity involves a defined series of posts (max. 3) and/or stories
produced by a person, external to the social team of Fuorisalone.it,
who is somehow connected to the brand.
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Newsletter

The importance of selected communication
structured and directed to our audience
The Fuorisalone newsletter is once again a fundamental communication and promotion tool in the new editorial plan of Fuorisalone Design
Guide. Compared to the past it evolves, changes format and adapts to
target and context to be useful, interesting and engaging for our audience.
The provided formats are:
· L’indispensabile > What you need to know about design and beyond,
every Friday
· Osservatorio > Marketing and communication strategies condensed
in an email
· Tips/Day By Day Multi article > Selected proposals and projects,
every day at an event
· DEM > Dedicated customer communications
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Newsletter

The importance of selected communication
structured and directed to our audience

A new format, distributed every Friday, summarises
the best of the week, offering an editorial viewpoint
at the beginning, followed by a selection of articles
published in the magazine, a selection of press
reviews and an extract linked to a video featured on
Fuorisalone TV.

A format dedicated to direct promotion to our
audience of insiders, with an in-depth analysis that
summarises the reflections arising from discussions
with company representatives, researchers and
consultants in the field of communication and
marketing strategies, useful for a shared summary
of the state of the art of the design industry.

This format can accommodate sponsored content
and promotion of exhibitions, events, appointments
as well as new product launches.
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Newsletter

The importance of selected communication
structured and directed to our audience

Tips/Day By Day Multi article

Newsletter DEM

Format dedicated to the promotion of events,
appointments and product launches on the
occasion (in its various editions).

The DEM (dedicated) newsletter is the format
designed to promote a single content proposed by
the customer, oriented to promote directly brand,
product, event or activity that provides the ability
to customize the layout within a predefined format
by inserting call to action inside or outside the site
Fuorisalone.it.

This format provides for the possibility of
purchasing a single position/article by linking the
contents to the in-depth analysis on the
on the Fuorisalone website.

The development of the content, the declination of
the tone of voice, the choice of images and template
is shared with the team of Studiolabo that supports
and guides the client in the different choices.
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Italy
Via Palermo, 1
20121 - Milano
T. (+39) 02 36.63.81.50
info@studiolabo.it

Fuorisalone.it®
is a project by Studiolabo S.r.l.
© 2003-2020 FUORISALONE.IT®
Registered trademark of Studiolabo S.r.l.
is strictly prohibited any unauthorized reproduction
unauthorized reproduction of the trademark and
content of this site.
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